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Editorial
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Jose Lopez receiving a proclamation from
members of Jayuya's Cultural Center

When I reflect on my time in Comerio,
I think about how much the Diaspora
and the island are intersected. When
the Comerienos came to our pedacito
de patria in 2005, our community made
a profound impact on their views of
our community here in Humboldt
Park. During our trip to this beautiful town surrounded by mountains,
they treated our group as if we were of
the upmost importance. It was a humbling experience to see so many people
give thoughtlessly and generously to
people they've never met but honored
their work so much. There wasn't a
moment during this trip that our group
went without any luxury or necessity.
Each day during the three-day festival,
our work was recognized and celebrated. A picture of our famous steel flags

Editor-in-chief, Alyssa Villegas, at the
mock cell for Oscar Lopez Rivera

was incorporated in their logo for the
festival and stood front and center as

the backdrop of their main
stage. Oscar Lopez Rivera,
the longest held Puerto Rican
political prisoner, was mentioned during every moment
of the festival. A mock cell,
which was inspired by the
cell project that originated in
Humboldt Park in 2008, was
available in the plaza for visitors to enter, speak with activists for Oscar, and even a few
of the ex-political prisoners incarcerated along with Oscar. The fact that Oscar's face was absolutely everywhere in
Puerto Rico was life changing for me. I
was engulfed by his case and the pleas
for this freedom. Each day I woke up
and was so thankful for the opportunity to experience the collective efforts
of my patria in calling for his release.
The trip included small excursions to
El Yunque, Antonio Martorell' s studio
in Ponce, and Jayuya. Jayuya gave us
a heartwarming welcome to their cultural center after giving us personal
tours of Casa Canales and Museo del
Cerni. We ended the trip by visiting
Oscar's hometown of San Sebastian,
where we were able to spend share a
meal with his family and visit the Ceiba tree that was planted in his honor.
During my experience in Puerto Rico,
I came to peace with doubts that I had
about my ability to do meaningful work
on campus and in Humboldt Park. It
was during these amazing moments in
Comerio and the other pueblos I was
lucky to visit, that I felt as if I truly belonged in Puerto Rico, that I was truly
a Boricua aunque naciera en la luna. It
was in Puerto Rico that I felt I truly deserved to do the work I do in Humboldt
Park as well as on NEIU' s campus.
The trip to Puerto Rico fell perfectly before the 1st United Puerto Rican Peoples
Parade. The mayor of San Juan, Carmen
Yulin Cruz, supported the parade by
serving as Grand Marshal. Her obvious
support of the release of Oscar Lopez
Rivera added to the large presence of

I)

Oscar in the community businesses,
youth spaces, and in the parade itself.
The experiences of this summer have
been inexplicable. Being a part of history in my community and in Comerio
has been a highlight in my life. I' m absolutely in love with all of the efforts
Chicago and Puerto Rico have made to
free Oscar. I'm so proud to be a part of
work that has evolved into something
so special, so huge, and so life altering.
This summer marked the end of my
first year as editor-in-chief of Que
Ondee Sola magazine. Embarking on

The ceiba tree that was planted in honor
of Oscar Lopez Rivera in his hometown of
San Sebastian

this trip to Puerto Rico and marching
in the 1st United Puerto Rican People's
Parade has made me feel like I can
breathe new energy, love, community,
and consciousness into the magazine.
I'm excited to begin the new school
year, participate in the 20th Fiesta Boricua, and celebrate the 40th Anniversy
of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center. I'm
happy that I'm going to be spending
the next year with all of you and being
able to share all of the wonderful developments in our community and island!

~ @>wdh@ ~
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Youth from Columbia holding the banner
for the National Boricua Human Rights
Network during the parade

A Jlamboyan tree in the landscape on the
way to Jayuya

Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos waving flags
during the 1st Annual United Puerto
Rican People's Parade

Also, I'd like to thank all of the people who are helpng me develop my
skills as editor, Alejandro Luis Mo-

lina, Matt McCanna, and my previous
co-editor, Abraham Esparza. Without
all three of you, I wouldn't be able
to layout QOS and deliver this his-

torical magazine to my peers. Thank
you for all of your patience, assistance, late nights, and early mornings.
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Experiencing a New Puerto Rico: How an
Ecological Tour Opened My Eyes
Matt Mccanna

·,

I

When I was approached for participating in this tour, I was hesitant. I
used any excuse not go; I was on the
cusp of summer school and did not
want to miss any days because of a
"vacation". Besides, I had already
been to Puerto Rico once a few years
before alongside my uncle to help
build a website for a ceramist and
his new business. It was hot, muggy,
yet enjoyable, even though I did not
get to go sight seeing. My previous

Matt McCanna and ex-political
prisoner Adolfo Matos

feeling was that by experiencing
Puerto Rico once, I had seen it all.
As the days inched closer to the
deadline to commit to the trip, it
became clearer that I may be able
to raise enough money among my
peers, colleagues, and family to
go on this "transformative" excursion. So, I decided to take the leap
and committed. As I look back on
that decision, I realize it was one
of the best I've made. After harassing enough people, the donations equaled enough to allow me
to purchase the $1500 ticket that
included roundtrip airfare, lodging, transportation, and food (the
deal of a lifetime). I couldn't contain my excitement the night before

the flight. How could I not? I went
on the trip with wonderful people
that I have the pleasure of working
with and the love of my life, Alyssa.
The trip started off by waking up
at 3:30am to eat breakfast and get
ready for a long day of traveling.
My mother drove myself and Alyssa to the airport to check in and
pass through airport security. To
make a long day of traveling short,

Painted lion at el Parque de Bombas

we arrived in San Juan, Puerto Rico
at roughly 3 p.m. Immediately, we
were greeted by Professor Jose E.
Lopez who gave us an introduction to the tour while on our way
to Comerio. He explained that in
smaller pueblos, such as San Sebastian and Comerio, there was
no revenue being generated by
tourism. Most people that come to
visit the island stay by the water
or visit their families in the smaller pueblos but do not venture out
into the untraveled areas of the island. This would not be the typical tour of riding around in a bus
and sightseeing; this was going
to be a unique experience where
we see the inner beauty of Puerto
!ff

Rico and immerse ourselves in
the culture, customs, and the lives
of the residents of the pueblos.
When our contingent arrived in
Comerio, we were shown the hotel
we would be staying. It was a brand
new hotel with large rooms, a basketball court, swimming pool, and
recreational center for events. That
alone is more than enough to satisfy
me but to be surrounded by moun-

Matt McCanna on the way to
El Yunque

tains was a breathtaking experience.
Come nightfall we were greeted by
mayor Josian Santiago and the hospitable Comeriefios with food, music, conversation, and more food! A
fitting end to an eye opening day.
The journey began the following morning when we embarked
for El Yunque national rain forest
where we were able to experience
the vast scope of the islands natural
beauty and natural inhabitants. We
learned about the Iguaca, a Puerto
Rican parrot that once ruled the
island. In his journal Christopher
Columbus said that he had never
seen so many birds before and that
they were so loud! It was estimated

~~~

Musco de Arte in Santurce, Puerto Rico

that in that period there were over 1
million Iguacas living on the island,
however, after the colonization by
the Spanish and, now the United
States, that number had decreased
to seventeen due to game hunting
and the destruction of their habitats. Thanks to the commitment of
the workers at El Yunque, the Iguaca population is now expected to
reach a few thousand in the next 5
years. After our visit to El Yunque,
we went to el Museo del Arte in
Santurce that displayed unique
graphic design work from the 60' s
70' s, as well as rich artwork
from nearly five centuries ago.

Antonio Martorell art piece

On our third day. one of Puerto were amazing, and all ages parRico's most famous artists, Antonio ticipated in the musical acts and
Martorell, welcomed our contin- dancing. Something that completegent to his studio/home in Ponce ly shocked me was seeing Oscar
for an inspiring visit that showed Lopez Rivera's face alongside slome the devotion of the artist and gans such as "Freedom Now" and
his dedication to his art. He enjoys "We Want Him Home" everywhere
nothing more than to see the plea- we went. It is inspiring to know
sure on the faces that study, glance, that so many people want justice.
and stare in
awe at his
politically
charged
portfolio. A few
days later
we found
ourselves
standing in
a structure
that housed
famous nacionalistas Blanca
The group at Festival Jibaro Comerieno
Canales and
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos, Casa This trip was a transformative exCanales. A hundred yards from perience. There were so many highs
the house was a Batey, a ritual that its hard to remember them all.
ground used by the native Tainos, From the loving people of Comerio
in Coabey (Valley of the Gods). I to the to the ceiba tree dedicated to
did not get a chance to spend much Oscar Lopez Rivera in San Sebastime inside the Batey, however, I tian, it was a magical experience.
later spoke to Alyssa who said she I've never like I've belonged so acfelt spiritual energy like no other cepted, and so cared about than my
while standing in the center facing time in Puerto Rico. Two things I
the mountains. After spending the have taken away from my experifourth day entirely at the Festival ence in Puerto Rico are: 1) Embrace
Jibaro Comeriefio, we culminated culture because it embraces you and
the tour in San Sebastian, with the 2) Oscar Lopez Rivera will be free.
Lopez family opening its doors and
arms to us while cooking a wonder- I am very appreciative that this
ful meal that seemed unlimited in wonderful opportunity to travel
the amounts of food it produced. to Puerto Rico on an ecological
The entire ecological tour was excursion was presented to me.
framed around the annual Festival Jibara, an event that brings Matt McCanna is a senior at Cotogether thousands of people to lumbia College pursuing a degree
enjoy the music, food, and culture in Film. He's a member of National
of Comerio. Like no other festival Boricua Human Rights Network.
I've been to, I noticed the people
were happy, the vendors' artwork

,.,I
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Seeing IllY Hollleland Through
a Different Lens
Jessie Fuentes
I have been to Puerto Rico many the festival in Comerio, individuals very land in which their p arents
times in my lifetime but I have from all walks of life were wearing and grandparents came from. For
never experienced the Puerto Rico shirts with Oscar on them. There the first time both of these indiI experienced this past June. Puerto was even an art installation of a viduals saw a different self, a more
Rico, for the first time, became a six by nine foot cell to show soli- in touch and cultural self. There
very political and cultural space for darity for the time Oscar has spent is nothing more m eaningful than
me since I was able to experience in prison across from the plaza of to know who you are and where
my island with individuals that Comerio Former political pris- you come from. This trip to Puerto
have the same political vision as I oners were also present to show Rico was meaningful for all of u s.
do. Puerto Rico received us with solidarity, it was one of the most For the very first time my life made
such a warm welcoming, it felt as if
sense. I am here in the Diaspora
I was finally home. I felt at home in
struggling for the freedom of Osa place I am only physically in about
car Lopez Rivera and the indepenonce every three years. For the first
dence of Puerto Rico. Puerto Ricans
time I felt like my political ideoldeserve to be free, we deserve to
ogy made sense. This trip to Puerto
break from this colonial cage that
Rico filled me with energy, hope,
we have been placed in; our Puerto
and passion to continue the moveRico deserves to be a nation an d our
ment in creating a more just world.
hero Oscar Lopez Rivera deserves
This trip provided us with as an
Ecological Tour of Puerto Rico. We
visited El Yunque in Luquillo, the
Municipio Autonomo de Jayuya,
Antonio Martorell' s studio and
home in Ponce, Jose Lopez's famYouth cuatro perfofmance at
ily's home in San Sebastian, and
Festival Jibaro Comeriewiio
stayed in Comerio and participated
,.... '
in their annual Comerieno festival. memorable moments of my life.
'r
...... '
We learned about the Puerto Rican Eight of us went to Puerto Rico
Bomba
dancers
at the Fes tival Jibaro
parrot, the mountains, the water, the representing an initiative called
Comerieiio.
soil, and everything you can imag- the Youth Leadership Institute,
ine. This was no ordinary tourist trip which provides meaningful alter- to be home with u s. One thing I was
to a beautiful island; we learned, natives and opportunities for our reassured of in Puerto Rico is that
we reflected, and we engaged in young people in the Humboldt there is no movement without colsomething bigger than ourselves. Park community. One of the most lectivity and ambition. The beauty
It was heartwarming to see the meaningful experiences to have is of our work and our movem ent is
whole island struggle for Oscar a journey in which one is learning the collectivity lies at the very core
Lopez's release. lit made all the about themselves and where they of our work, our work isn' t easy but
work that we do here in the United come from. Two young people in it is life changing and worth it all.
States worth it. To see individuals our work had never been to Puerfrom all political spectrums move to Rico and for the first time they Jessie Fuentes is a senior at Northeastand engage in his favor was inspi- were able to touch, breathe, and ern Illinois University where she is
rational and motivating. During see their roots. They stood on the pursuing a degree in Justice Studies.
(
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Connecting with My Identity:
My First Trip to Puerto Rico
Edwin Diaz
time so I wasn't
able to stay and
hear more about
it. I took a bunch
of pictures while
I visited Puerto
Rico because I
wanted to have a
good memory of
the trip. The way
that the people
drive in Puerto
Rico is crazy. We
were
driving
Edwin Diaz, incoming Columbia College freshmen,
on these curvy
and Alyssa Villegas, QOS editor-in-chief
mountains
and
they were going
It was my first time going to Puerto
50mph I had to get setRico and it was my first time on a tled in my seat really good before
plane so I felt nervous and excited. I fell on the floor of the bus. While
When I found out I was going, I was driving to go back to the hotel I
super excited. I remember being in saw a huge waterfall and I was so
school at Clemente when Jessie told
me. When we landed on the island,
everyone on the plane applauded and it was really nice. When I
stepped on the plane, the humidity hit me right away. The air felt
really fresh compared to Chicago.
On the way to the hotel I noticed
all the McDonald's and all the department stores they have there like
Levi's, and the businesses we have
here. The hotel we stayed at was in
Comerio and it was beautiful. I was
able to eat a ton of food when I was
Edwin Diaz and Matt McCanna on the
there. I felt like I gained 20 pounds
in those 5 days I stood on the island. bus ride to the Mu seo de Arte in Santurce
Once we settled in we went straight
to a museum and it was really in- happy to see one for the first time.
spirational. I got a sense of Puerto During my free time in Puerto
Rican art and to me it was beauti- Rico I was able to go swimming
ful and I just wanted to learn more in the pool at the hotel and also I
about it but I was there for a limited got to play basketball which was
fJJ

awesome. Just staying up late and
hanging out with the people that
came with me was the best part
there because I was able to become
closer to some people that I never
knew and for the people I did know
I was able to gain a more closer relationship with them. Every person
that we met in Puerto Rico was super kind and generous. When we
woke up they would have breakfast
ready for us they would help with
things we had a problem with. In
general, they were all great people.
When it was time for El Festival
Comeriefio, a tradition that they
have in the town of Comerio. I was
able to buy things such as bracelets and chains in which I loved so
I bought a lot of them. It was all a
great experience. On the first day of
the festival the people from Comerio welcomed us, so we all went
on stage and introduced ourselves.
Another memorable part of the trip
was when I got to visit the house
where Albizu Campos lived. It was
like a museum with all the pictures,
seats and books that he had read; it
was all amazing. We all saw a picture of a mountain and the mountain has a face of a taino. I learned
so much on my first (but not last)
trip to Puerto Rico and it gave me
a real understanding on how Puerto Rico is today and I enjoyed it.

Edwin Diaz is an incoming freshmen
at Columbia College Chicago where he
will be studying film .
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Humboldt Park Youth on Puerto Rico
Juan "Nita" Morales

Anthony De Jesus

I'm more motivated since Puerto
Rico. I took some time to reflect
on what we could do back in Chicago with the youth work as a
part of Batey. I've been talking
to Alyssa and Matt about some
of the things we could do when
we came back from Puerto Rico.
It's weird to think that I was born
and raised on Paseo Boricua. When
I was a kid, I used to see Jose at
Cafe Colao. I used to see Lugo
riding bikes and running around.
I never thought I would be so inNita Morales at the welcoming bohemia in
volved right now with all the
Comerio
things that I was able to see and
experience when I was younger.
It blows my mind. It's almost like
its destiny that I'm involved. I'm
not philosophical or anything but
it's crazy to me that I'm a part of
this. I've been trying to capture the
moments in this trip like all of the
stupid jokes we've been telling and
all of the playing around. It's been
a good time with plenty of laughs,
thoughts, and ideas that have come
The group at el Yunque
out this trip. The bonds and relationships among the youth have - - - - - ~ been able to grow and develop
in the little time we've been here.
Casandra made a comment earlier
in the trip where she said she' s able
to see the positive in people, like a
shining light. I'm glad I've been able
to see that during this trip. It really
brings hope to me and to the work.

Juan "Nita" Morales is a senior at
Northeastern Illinois University. He's
studying Justice Studies and would
like to pursue a Masters in Youth
Development.

The trip to Comerio was one of the
most difficult trips that I've had
with Jose. I've had many trips with
Jose and they've always been amazing. I've experienced a lot on this
second trip to Puerto Rico with Dr.
Lopez. I've never experienced the
opportunity to be a something a lot
bigger than myself. I've never had
that sense of community before this
trip. I didn't grow up in Humboldt
Park, as far as being immersed in
the Puerto Rican culture. I didn't
graduate from Dr. Pedro Albizu
Campos, so I don't know what it
is to have that sense of Puerto Ricanness. My high school had like
three Puerto Ricans in attendance.
I had no idea as far as m y culture
until I took Jose Lopez's class. After that, it's history in the making.
I want to get more involved in the
community outside of Jessie and
Matt inviting me to any College
Pipeline events they may have. It's
been amazing despite how difficult
and annoying I was throughout
the trip. I've appreciated so much
what everybody has done for us in
Puerto Rico. It's opened my eyes
to how welcoming people can be.
I haven't seen the same hospitality
in the United States. Everything the
people have shown us in the pueblos has been a new experience for
me. People are selfish beyond compare. When you come here, people open their arms without even
knowing you. The trip to Puerto
Rico was a life changing experience.

Anthony De Jesu s works as an admissions counselor at University of
Chicago, Illinois.
Anthony De Jesus on the way to Comerio
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Humboldt Park Youth Reflect continued ...
Casandra Figueroa
I want to thank Jose because without Jose it wouldn't have been possible for me to go to Puerto Rico, as
it was my first time in Puerto Rico. I
really consider the Lopez's like my
family because my family threw me
away. Lourdes Lugo, Jose's niece,
took me in and became a mother
figure to me. I just felt so honored
to be there. I'm so honored to be
one of the youth chosen to represent the Puerto Rican Cultural Center and Chicago in Comerio. The
whole time I spent making connections with the things I've learned in
Jose's class. I'm always talking to
Jose about our history and finding
my identity. I feel so proud of being
Puerto Rican. I feel like being here
has made it solid for me. I really feel
that I've been given the voice I have
to sing La Borinquena to my people.
One thing I've really loved about
this trip is that I've been able to re-

establish connections with Jessie,
Nita, and Javi, who I haven't seen

Casandra Figueroa dancing along the
streets of Fes tival Jibaro Comerieiio

since graduation. And with Alyssa,
who is my homie. I don't get to see
them often since I work a lot, go to
school, and we have our separate
lives. I'm really thankful to be reconnect with them and reestablish
those bonds. Just like I said the

Lopez family is my family, I feel
they are my brothers and sisters.
It's been an incredible experience
being here. I don't want to leave. I
want to stay here and keep doing
what I'm doing. I'm very proud to
be a part of a big movement working to bring awareness to Oscar,
who I write all the time and he
writes me back. He's my tio and I
call him tio in my letters. To see how
much he's loved out here make me
know that everything that I'm doing is so worth it because I can see
the results in everybody and all the
stuff that we're doing. I've never
been more proud in my life of all
the organizing that we're doing and
I thank you for the opportunity.
Casandra Figueroa is a sophomore
at Northeastern Illinois University
and an HIV counselor at Vida/SIDA.

Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High School is
Accepting Applications for This School Year!
Apply now!
Albizu Campos High
School, located near Div1s1on and California,
is accepting applications for the new school
year. Classes begin on
Monday, August 26th.
Students must be between the ages of 16 - 20.
fl(J)
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AL FIN SE NOS D10
Congresista Gutierrez presente:
Comerio y Chicago en hermandad durante
Festival Comeriefio Jibaro
Carlos Quiles
Finalmente se nos dio. Llego a
Comerfo, Cuna de Trovadores, un
grupo de hermanos puertorrique-

Casandra Figueroa singing La Borinqueiia
at the Fes tival Jibaro Comerieiio

nos residentes en la ciudad de Chicago, capitaneados por el Director
Ejecutivo del Centro Cultural Juan
Antonio Corretjer, el Sr. Jose Lopez
Rivera. Ese viaje, largamente planificado y esperado, representa
una reconexion importantisima
de la diaspora puertorriquefia
en los Estados Unidos con su
madre patria. El pueblo de Comerio construyo un hermoso y comodo hotel que no tiene nada
que envidiarle a los mejores
hoteles del area metropolitana
de San Juan. Bajo la tutela del
Hon. Alcalde Jose A. Santiago
(Josian), fue construido especialmente para esta ocasion, para
recibir dignamente a esta delegacion y que pernoctaran en las
verdes montafias de este pueb-

lo hermoso del centro de la isla.
Durante este fin de semana, 7,8 y 9
de junio, se esta celebrando el Festival Jibaro Comeriefio, el mas puertorriquefio de los festivales, como
se le conoce. Esta dedicado, precisamente, al Centro Cultural Juan
Antonio Corretjer en Chicago y a
la comeriefia Gloria Berrios por sus
masde30afiosdeserviciopublicoexcelente yen el momenta de su retiro.
El miercoles 5 se celebraron los actos oficiales de dedicatoria y celebramos en grande con musica
tipica puertorriquefia junto a un
emocionado junto Jose Lopez y
algunos miembros de la comunidad de Chicago que ya habian
llegado, como el querido amigo
Ray Vazquez, miembro de la Junta de Directores de IPRAC. Un
gran publico lleno a capacidad
el salon de actividades del hotel.
El jueves llego la delegacion
grande y fueron recibidos con

una hermosa bohemia y un sabroso sopon de gallina. Al d ia de

Troubador at the Fes tival Jibaro Comerieiio

hoy hemos visitado el Yunque, el
Museo de Arte de Puerto' Rico y
el taller del legendario y gran artista puertorriquefio Antonio Martorell, con quien compartimos un
riquisimo almuerzo en La Casa
de las Tias de la Ciudad Sefiorial.
Al momenta
de escribir esta
nota nos preparamos para
el ultimo d ia
y el m as importante
del
Festival Jibaro
Comeri e fi o,
acompafiad os
del Congresista Luis Gutierrez; en la proxThe contingent in front of an Oscar Lopez Rivera mural in the
ima ocasion les
plaza of Comerio.
cuento
mas.
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Jayuya to Come to Fiesta Boricua after visit from
Humboldt Park Contingent
As part of the first eco-cultural
tour to Puerto Rico, organized by

Museo Casa Canales, the home of Blanca
Canales and Dr. Pedro A lbizu Campos

the Puerto Rican Cultural Center,
nearly two dozen people from
Chicago including a group of
youth immersed themselves into
Puerto Rican ecology and culture
for nearly a week. The group visited the Iguaca Restoration Project
w ith a special presentation by Dr.
Jafet Velez Valentin in El Yunque.
The Iguaca is the Puerto Rican
parrot, which in the early 70s was

on the verge of extinction - only
13 existed in the wild. Today it is
one of the most successful recovery projects in the world; there
are over 400 Puerto Rican parrots in the wild. Additionally, the
group visited the Museo de Arte
in Santurce, the Martorell studio
in Ponce, participated actively in
the three day Festival Comeriefio
Jibaro. The festival culminated on
Sunday June 9th, with all kinds
of typical Puerto Rican cultural
expression including a Misa Jibara
in the town' s Catholic church, a
sampling of traditional Puerto
Rican celebrations, and a concert
by Puerto Rico' s most famous salsa
group La Sonora Poncefia. That
Sunday Congressmen Luis Guiterrez and his wife Soraida joined the
group and Cassandra Figueroa, a
member of Que Ondee Sola/ Union
for Puerto Rican Students, was
presented to sing the Puerto Rican
national anthem, La Borinquei\.a,
before an audience of over 10,000
people.

The group's final stop was in the
town of Jayuya on Monday June
10th, where the group was officially received by a town delegation

Mu seo de Cerni in Jayuya, Puerto Rico

that included the president of the
city council, Francisco Torres Pagan. The purpose of this stop over
was to officially invite the municipality of Jayuya to participate in
the 20th Annual Fiesta Boricua in
Chicago, where they will feature
the best samplings of their cultural
expressions including local artisanry and m usic.

J
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Dr. Javet Velez Valentin facilitating a
presentation on the of the Iguaca at El
Yunque

The El Yunque National Forest
Headquarters

Comerieiios cooking lechon asado during
Festival Jibaro Comerieiio
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Governor Quinn Says Presente!
MAYOR CARMEN YULfN CRUZ SOTO LEADS
PARADE AS GRAND MARSHAL
1st United Puerto Rican People's Parade:
A Historic Achievement in the
Promotion of Culture and Community
The First United Puerto Rican Peo- Proco Joe Moreno, and Alderman
ple's Parade, despite logistical ob- Ariel Reboyras. Additionally, this
stacles, was indeed a historic suc- year a large contingent marched
cess. It was the first time in 35 years behind the banners honoring the
that the Puerto Rican community Borinqueneers-the Puerto Rican
held one joint parade. Thousands of
people participated in the parade.
Dozens upon dozens of groups and
floats joined the procession and
the overwhelming positive media coverage was unprecedented.
The important themes around culture, community, youth, education
and human rights, particularly the
campaign to free Oscar Lopez Rivera, were highlighted both in the
Parade as well as in the coverage.
Carmen Yulin Cruz Soto, the Mayor
of San Juan who served as the first
Grand Marshal of the Parade, was
joined by some of the most important political figures in the community and in Illinois including Congressman Luis Gutierrez, Governor
Pat Quinn, Cook County President
Toni Preckwinckle and Cook Coun- Carmen Yulin in a cell simulating the
conditions of Oscar Lopez Rivera in San
ty Assessor Joe Berrios. Puerto RiJuan, Puerto Rico.
can and Latino elected officials,
from all levels of government, also veterans who fought in the Korejoined the dignitaries' contingent: an who were part of the all Puerto
State Senator Iris Martinez, State Rican regiment the 65th infantry.
Representative Cynthia Soto, State .Other important groups in the paRepresentative Antonia "Toni" Ber- rade included Roberto Clemente
rios, Cook County Commissioner Community Academy, which highEdwin Reyes, Alderman Roberto lighted its International BaccalaureMaldonado, Alderman Rey Suarez, ate status; as well as Batey Urbano,
Alderman Rey Colon, Alderman which featured a youth contingent
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of mostly community students
from University of Illinois in Chicago, Northeastern Illinois University
and Columbia College and marched
behind a banner which evoke the
theme of Promoting A Cultural Excellence and calling on youth and
parents to assume collective responsibility in addressing underage
drwinking and educational efforts.
The parade received widespread
coverage including live transmission on cable tv by CAN TV as
well as one hour special programming on Sunday, June 16th by
ABC. The Public Channel on the
island of Puerto Rico also covered
the parade. The printed media
particularly Hoy and the Chicago
Tribune also carried lead articles.
The entire event, despite some of
the attempts to portray the community in a negative light by a small
grouping of detractors including
some of the newcomers in the community and some of the most reactionary elements of the Puerto Rican community, was by all accounts
a family focused celebration of the
best of our community including
its arts, food, culture and hospitality. The parade as well as the 4-day
festivities in the Park went without a single major incident. It was
an event we can all be proud of.
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San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz
Grand Marshal of the 1st United
Puerto Rican People's Parade
an to occupy that position. In 2008,
Carmen Yulin Cruz was elected to
the House of Representatives of
Puerto Rico and became an advocate for women's rights and for the
rights of Dominican immigrants in
Puerto Rico. Carmen Yulin Cruz
has also had a deep commitment to
inclusiveness and diversity, which
is best expressed in her campaign
slogan Un San Juan Para Todos.
In a historic coincidence, Carmen
Carmen Yulin Cruz at a fundraising event
at the Institute of Puerto Rican Arts before
being elected as mayor of San Juan, Puerto
Rico.

The Mayor of San Juan, Puerto
Rico, Carmen Yulin Cruz was the
Grand Marshal of the 1st United
Puerto Rican PeoK_1e' s Parade on
Saturday, June 1st , 2013. The Mayor is part of the Popular Democratic
Party (PPD) in Puerto Rico. She was
elected mayor of San Juan in 2012
after beating the incumbent, Jorge
Santini, who had served 3 terms.
She is only the 3rd woman to occupy the mayor's seat after Felisa
Rincon de Gautier and Sila Calderon. She received her bachelor's degree in Political Science from Boston University, graduating Magna
Cum Laude. She also completed
her Master's Degree from the Heinz
College at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In
1992, Carmen Yulin Cruz returned
to Puerto Rico and became an adviser to then-Mayor of San Juan,
Sila Maria Calderon, the 2nd worn-

Con Oruullo Borincono:
Bienvenido Alcoldeso

,

oto
Carmen Yulin Cruz holding a flag calling
for the release of Oscar Lopez Rivera during the 1st United Puerto Rican People's
Parade.

Rican celebration of El Dia de San
Juan to Holy Name Cathedral where
she was joined by the mayor of Chicago, Richard J. Daley and the archbishop of Chicago, Cardinal Samuel Stritch. Carmen Yulin received
a City Council proclamation presented by Ald Roberto Maldonado.

Flyer celebrating the participation of Carmen Yulin Cruz in the 1st United Puerto
Rican Peoples Parade as grand marshall.

Yulin Cruz was warmly welcomed
by a Puerto Rican community that
is demonstrating its unity through
the celebration of this parade, as
mayor Felisa Rincon de Gautier was
received in 1957 by a huge Puerto
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On Friday, June 14th, Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz will be the guest of
honor at a dignitaries' event marking the 31st Annual Fiestas Puertorriquefias and the 1st United Puerto
Rican People's Parade. The mayor
also lead the 1st united Puerto Rican
People's Parade on Saturday, June
15tn at 12pm to be held on Paseo
Boricua. Among the dignitaries was
Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez.

Que Ondee Sola wishes long time community activist
Marisol Morales good luck on her journey to California!
tor of Civic and Community
Engagement at the University
of la Verne! Your departure,
as someone who has contributed so very much to our
protracted and important
community w ork is sad but
we know we can continue
to count on your support for
the release of Puerto Rican
political prisoners, and the
Marisol Morales saying her goodbye at her
going away party at the Institute of Puerto self-determination of Puerto
Rico with the same dedicaRican Arts and Culture.
tion wherever you are.
Congratulations on your new Goodbye, compafiera!
professional journey as Direc-

Marisol Morales and her son Diego at their
going away party enjoying people's
testimonies.

Que Ondee Sola wishes our long time friend and advocate
Roberto Sanabria good luck at Northwestern University!
Dr. Roberto Sanabria, a member of
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center's
Board of Directors, was recently
hired as Northwestern University's
new Director of Equal Opportunity
and Access. This position carries
with it the responsibility to establish and implement policies that
deal with the University's commitment to diversity. Most recently, Dr.
Sanabria worked at Northeastern
Illinois University (NEIU) as part
of the President 's staff. He has also

worked at the Illinois Department of Children and Family
Services. Roberto earned his
Doctorate in Adult Education
from National-Louis University, Master of Science in
Adult Education from Northern Illinois University and
Bachelor of Arts in Spanish
Language from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.

Roberto Sanabria kitchen apartment in Humboldt
Park
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Open Letter to Barack Obama
Originally published in Claridad Magazine, July 10, 2013
Rivera, our Puerto Rican Man- hero of Terre Haute, Indiana, USA.
dela who has been in USA federal After 32 years of imprisonment
prisons for over 32 years. Did you and harassment, his spirit is still
know they were both convicted as robust and powerful as when
of the same crime, seditious con- he entered that cell in shackles.
spiracy? They both fought for the
liberation of their people. They The Board of Parole recently evaluboth personally experienced and ated Oscar's application and their
fiercely fought against bigotry and shocking decision, full of hate was:
racism. They both spent decades "Parole denied. Let him serve 15
confined to a very tiny cell. They more years. Let him rot in jail". Osboth were abused and tortured car is 70 years old and most likely
mentally. They both were able to will die in jail unless you grant
not only survive constant harass- him a presidential pardon or comment but yet maintain the capac- mute his sentence. This you can
ity to emanate love instead of hate. do with the simple stroke of a pen.
One difference, however, is that
Mr. Mandela was freed after 27 I urge you to act expediently and
years of imprisonment in South free Oscar. Puerto Rico wants him
Africa but Oscar is still in jail in back. His native mountain city
USA, now for over 32 straight of San Sebastian wants him back.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ years. Another difference is that Puerto Ricans of all walks of life
Nelson Mandela ·was convicted and political leanings want him
July 4, 2013
of violently attacking the govern- back. Religious people from all
San Juan, Puerto Rico
ment of South Africa while Oscar denominations want him back.
was
never accused or convicted of Our whole island is screamDear Mr. Barack Obama:
such a crime. Oscar's only "crime" ing to get him back! Thirty two
It is clearly evident that you deeply was to belong to an underground years is much more than enough!
admire Nelson Mandela. I am also group called FALN (Fuerzas Ara great admirer of Nelson Mandela madas de Liberaci' on Nacional) Please do justice to what July 4
whom I had the unique fortune of which clandestinely advocated for stands for, Mr. Obama,
meeting while lecturing in his coun- the independence of Puerto Rico FREE OSCAR NOW!
try after I was awarded the Silver just as your father Barack and paMedal of the South African Society ternal grandfather, Hussein On- Fernando Cabanillas, MD
of Medical Oncology in 1990. In fact, yango Obama did when they par- Professor of Medicine
I cherish a great tvreasure, a picture ticipated in the struggle to liberate University of Puerto Rico School of
of me seating right next to him. Kenya from the British empire. Medicine
I proudly display it in my office. "The world is grateful for the heroes Director Hospital Auxilio Mutuo
of Robben Island, who remind us Cancer Center
When I read about your recent visit that no shackles or cells can match San Juan, Puerto Rico
to Mandela' s prison cell in Robben the strength of the human spirit."
Island, South Africa, I couldn't help These were your own words when
but think about all the similarities you visited Mandela' s former prisbetween Mandela and Oscar Lopez on in Robben Island and they could
be applied perfectly well to our
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Mandela y Oscar
Originally Published in Claridad Magazine, July 18-25

Oscar Lopez Rivera, current Puerto Rican political prisoner for 32 years.

Nelson Mandela, ex-South African political prisoner and
former president of South Africa.

La Organizacion de las Naciones
Unidas (ONU) ha decretado que el
jueves 18 de julio se celebre internacionalmente el Dia de Nelson
Mandela, en homenaje mundial
al maxima simbolo viviente de
la lucha por los derechos humanos, contra el discrimen y la segregacion racial. Mandela es considerado coma el libertador de Africa
del Sur, habiendo liderado la lucha
de la mayoria negra en dicho pais
para poner fin al cruel e indigno
sistema de "apartheid" que les
mantuvo en condicion de separacion e inierioridad en todos los
6rdenes por cerca de sesenta afios.
Para lograr la victoria, Mandela y
otros lideres estuvieron dispuestos
a todo. No solo organizaron a su
pueblo para la lucha masiva en
todos los frentes de la recortada legalidad que les permita el regimen,
sino que echaron mano de todos
los metodos de lucha:· incluso de
la lucha armada, para adelantar el
objetivo de la liberacion. Por ello,
Mandela fue juzgado por sedicion,
condenado a cadena perpetua, y
encarcelado en varias prisiones, la

primera de las cuales fue la ahora
famosa prision de Robben Island,
un agujero apartado del mundo
donde los blancos supremacistas
que regian a Africa del Sur enterraban en vida a los luchadores por
la libertad. La lucha heroica de su
pueblo, convertida en reclamo del
mundo, logra poner en jaque al
odiado regimen, lo que desemboca
en la excarcelaci6n de Mandela tras
27 afios de prisi6n, y en el principio del fin del ,"apartheid,".
El antiguo , "terrorista," salio de
la carcel coma heroe de la lucha
victoriosa de su pueblo en el afio
1990, y cuatro afios mas tarde se
convirtio en el primer presidente
negro de Africa del Sur, encabezando el proceso de transformacion
y reconciliacion nacional pacffica
en dicho pais, por el cual recibi6 el
Premio Nobel de la Paz.
Para el puertorriquefio Oscar
Lopez Rivera los hechos y las circunstancias han sido distintos. Tras
32 afios de prision por la causa
de la independencia de Puerto
Rico, su excarcelacion depende
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de la decision del presidente de
Estados Unidos, Barack Obama,
jefe del gobierno que mantiene
al boricua encarcelado. Igual que
Mandela, Oscar Lopez Rivera ha
dedicado toda su vida a la lucha
por la libertad, convencido de que
la subordinacion politica de Puerto
Rico a Estados Unidos es la base
de los males que aquejan a nuestro
pueblo. En came propia vivi6 el
discrimen racial y etnico, sufri6 la
pobreza que aqueja a miles de los
nuestros en la metropolis, y se decidio a actuar para cambiar esa realidad. Por ello, Oscar fue juzgado
por sedicion, condenado a 55 afios
de prision en el 1981, y encarcelado
en varias prisiones, la mas reciente
una prision de maxima seguridad
en Terre Haute, estado de Indiana,
otro agujero apartado del mundo
donde el imperio mas poderoso
de la humanidad pretende enterrar en vida a nuestro prisionero
politico. La condena original de·
Oscar Lopez Rivera fue aumentada
a 70 afios tras fabricarsele un caso
por intento de fuga en una de las
prisiones.
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Contrario a Mandela, el nuestro
sigue preso, superando ya por
cinco afios la condena del heroe
surafricano, y a(m sigue siendo
considerado y tratado como un
terrorista, y sometido a constantes
humillaciones y vejamenes por sus
carceleros. Para el nuestro no ha
habido consideraciones, ni reivindicacion, ni honores; solo la soledad del destierro dentro del destierro, del frio dentro de la frialdad.
A pesar de todas estas coincidencias, la causa por la que lucho
Mandela resulto victoriosa. La
causa por la que lucha Oscar, y
miles de independentistas puertorriquefios, aun no ha triunfado.
Pero el hecho de que se mantenga
viva hoy, tras 115 afios desde la
invasion de Estados Unidos, es un
dato que no pasa desapercibido
para los administradores del poder

en Washington, como tampoco lo
es el hecho de que todos los demas
prisioneros politicos boricuas que
fueron condenados junto a Oscar
han sido excarcelados, y mantener
a Oscar en prision les hace lucir
mas como vengativos que como
justicieros.
Ademas, la excarcelacion de Oscar
Lopez Rivera se ha convertido en
una causa importante, no solo para
la inmensa mayoria del pueblo
puertorriquefio, sino como un
reclamo internacional, al que se
han sumado importantes voces en
Estados Unidos y otros paises del
mundo. El hecho de que Puerto
Rico se una a la convocatoria de la
ONU para la celebracion del Dia
Internacional de Nelson Mandela,
impulsada desde el Departamento
de Estado por su secretario, David
Bernier, y a la que se han sumado

el Comite Pro Derechos Humanos, el Colegio de Abogados y
Abogadas, la Union Americana
de Libertades Civiles (ACLU, por
sus siglas en ingles) y Amnistia
Internacional, entre otras organizaciones y sectores, se convierte
en una gran plataforma para elevar
aun mas el reclamo por la excarcelacion del prisionero politico puertorriquefio Oscar Lopez Rivera,
quien mas que nadie en el Puerto
Rico de hoy, simboliza el ideal de
libertad y la tradicion de lucha que
encarna Nelson Mandela. Desde
CLARIDAD, exhortamos a los
puertorriquefios y puertorriquefias a unirse al llamado a realizar
67 minutos de trabajo voluntario
en honor a Mandela este proximo
jueves,18 de julio, y dedicarlos a
la excarcelacion de Oscar Lopez
Rivera.

Que Ondee Sola Staff Learn Technology &
Web Skills at PRCC Summer Tech Camp
Urbano and Northeastern Illinois University
Que Ondee Sola Team
has been receiving website training from the
Puerto Rican Cultural
Center's Board Secretary, Alejandro Luis
Molina.
We started with little
knowledge about the
various software and
computer techniques
needed in creating an
effective website for our organiza-

Humboldt Park Youth, including Que Ondee Sola members, during tech class.

The media/outreach team at Centro
Sin Fronteras, as well as the Batey

tion. However, we have learned
that tech novices like ourselves can
create and use the internet tools
we need, and for free (mostly)!
We participate in weekly two hour
meetings where we learned proper
maintenance habits, photo sizing
and editing, formatting, and general organization of website content. The knowledge we have gained
has been invaluable and we look
forward to working with the PRCC
in the future as well as to launching
our new website in the near futun;.
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Dr. Pedro Albizu
Campos Puerto Rican
High School Marks
40th Anniversary

Centro Infantil Corretjer
Graduates Call Forth
Faith and Future of
Our Community

On Tuesday June 18th, 2013 Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican High School
held its 40th annual commencement
ceremony. With 27 graduates this year,
the boathouse was filled with family,
friends, and non-graduating students of
"La Escuelita" to congratulate our graduates during
this
important
occasion.
Although
it
was
cold, the
ceremoThe 2013 graduates of PA CHS and princi- ny
was
pal Matthew Rodrigeuz.
warmed by
the celebration and success of it's students and staff.

On Friday, June 21, the Centro Infantil Consuelo Lee Corretjer proudly graduated nine
students who celebrated by performing "Las
vacas lobotomicas", followed by teacher Maria Almanza reading the poem "Un Nino" by
Consuelo Lee Tapia de Corretjer. PRCC Board

Students of Centro Infantil in their caps and gowns. .

Secretary Alejandro Molina spoke, welcom- .
ing the parents on behalf of the PRCC and
remembering Board member Irma Romero,
who passed away on January 11 of this year.
As well, he spoke about her daughter, CIC director Xochitl Ramirez, also a Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto Rican High School graduate, as examples of our faith in the future, and
in particular, the Centro Infantil' s historical
dedication to producing a generation of leaders, scholars, activists and parents that are
helping to nurture "Nuestro Bello Barrio."

Gradutes of the Lolita Lebron Family Learning Center
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PRCC' s Sum.1ner Theater Progran1
Tackles Issue of Underage Drinking
ing to improve our community
On Monday, July 8th, the Puerto,------.,....,..-----==-------,
Rican Cultural Center through
through the arts.
The students began the prothe After School Matters Program by taking a Community
gram began its summer AntiTour of Humboldt Park. They
Underage Drinking Campaign
learned about many community
Youth Theater Program. The
organizations including Ciclo
program will not only teach
Urbano, 72 Blocks and Pedro
the youth theater skills but
will also be focused around
Albizu Campos High School.
They visited many landmarks in
the PRCC' s Anti-Underage
Drinking Campaign. The Antithe community including many
of the murals through the HumUnderage Drinking Campaign
boldt Park area and La Casi ta de
is funded through the Partnership for Success Grant through
Don Pedro y Dofia Lolita Lebron.
Other activities included a writthe Illinois Department of Huing workshop with Poet Michael
man Services.
- - - - - - - - ' Reyes where they discussed issues of identity and introduction
Throughout the summer
Students of the Summer Theater Program
performing an improv skit about underage drinking. to the history of Humboldt Park
theater program, youth will
by the PRCC' s Executive Director
be focusing on self-expression
active response to those discoverand identity. They will constantly
Jose E. Lopez. The 6-week program
ies through theatre, writing, and
will conclude with a play created
be analyzing their surroundings
reflection, all while working to
by the youth based on their collecand attempting to find where they
tive experiences at the IPRAC on
fit into our community and bebetter our community through a
Tuesday, August 13th.
come part of transforming it. Both mutual understanding of culture.
The students are actively workinstructors will help facilitate an

Congratulations to previous co-editor Abraham
Esparza on graduating NEIU Spring 2013!
Congratulations to Abraham Esparza
on his recent graduation from NEIU!
Abraham has been a fierce help to
the Puerto Rican community and Que
Ondee Sola. Abraham served as editorin-chief of QOS for the entirety of the
2012-2013 school year. He graduated
with a B.A. in Spanish with a minor
in Latino/Latin American Studies.
Despite graduation, he is currently assiting QOS in continuing the develop-

ment of the archive history on the website by scanning all of the editions as
well as organizing a website that will
enable QOS to showcase their history
at NEIU as well as the community. We
wish him the best of luck in pursuing
a career as a Spanish teacher. Thank
you fo being a tremendous co-editor!

Abraham on a trip to Mexico.
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What You Need to Kno-w as a
Latin@ Student at NEIU!
Welcome all Freshmen to the 20132014 school year here at NEIU! As
daunting and scary as this experience
can be, we at QOS hope to make it as
easy as possible! Here are some things
you need to know!

Now that you've got your essentials
down, it's time to get involved! NEIU
has excellent opportunities for Latin@
students to get involved on campus!
Here are a few you should know!

The Angelina Pedroso Center

Need help with Financial Aid?
There are people here to help you!
Take a trip to the Financial Aid office
in room D 200 (D Building, second
level, above Enrollment Services).
The office is open Monday through
Thursday: 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m and
Frida from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For any questions you can send an
email to: financial-aid@neiu.edu or

is a central place for Latin@ students.
After a forty year struggle, NEIU
now has a Latin@ Resource Center
on campus! Take advantage of the conferences rooms for studying, cultural
events, and opportunities to make
new friends!
The center is located in B-159. It is
open to students Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p .m.
For any additional question, call (773)
442-5449.

Que Ondee Sola is the longest stuContact the Child Care Center by calling (773) 442-4540.

Looking for health or counseling services?
The health care center is located
directly across the hall from the QOS
office in room D 024. You can call

Puerto R can E•perlenoe:
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A Que Ondee Sola edition
from June 1974

The Union for Puerto Rican
Students is the oldest Latin@ organization on NEIU' s campus. The organization offers students the opportunity
to involve themselves politically on
NEIU' s campus as well as the Humboldt Park community. You can find
URPS in room E-041, along with QOS.
For more information, e-mail jnmorales750@gmail.com!

Looking to become involved in an
organization? We got you covered!

call the office at: (773) 442-5016

In need of child care?

---

773-442-5800 to make an appointment
for any health services. To make an
appointment for counseling, call (773)
442-4650.

dent led/ student focused Puerto Rican
magazine in the country! We offer
opportunities for students to express
themselves in our magazine, engage
in historical and cultural events, and
think critically about our status here
on campus and in our communities!
You can find us in room E-041 !
For any additional information, please
shoot us an e-mail at queondeesola@
gmail.com or visit our website: www.
queondeesola.org.

Latinas in Power is a feminist
organizations for Latinas! To discuss
feminism, culture, and politics, e-mail
president Natalie Ortiz at: natiortiz822@ya..'1oo.com.
We hope you enjoy your time herew! Get
involved, check out all of these wonderful resources, and lets make this year
amazing!

The Path is Made by Walking
Jessie Fuentes
I mentored 16 seniors from Roberto
Clemente Community Academy
(RCCA) - such beautiful individuals they were. Students filled with
dreams, ambition, drive, and enthusiasm. These students can accomplish anything they set their minds
to, but I don't believe that they believed that when we first made contact. The students in the school had
experience many horrifying things,
one of them being the loss of Francis
Colon - a senior who was murdered
through gun violence. Some of our
'students believed they were lucky
if they made it pass eighteen. My
role became much more than just
a postsecondary coach, I became a
listener, an observer, a counselor,
and a role model. This experience
was double edged, because I not
only became a model for students,
but they became a model for me.
These students are the most couMembers of the Roberto Clemente Football rageous human beings I ever me,
and brave beyond belief. They gave
Team during the 1st United Puerto Rican
People's Parade.
me hope when I didn't have any.
They showed me the true meaning
mentoring students. Our respon- of strength and will, the made me
sibility as university students is to a better mentor and human being.
show the future generation of col- I mentored these 16 students
lege students the ropes, show them through a pipeline to Northeastern
all the possibilities and opportuni- Illinois University (NEIU) . I assistties that exist within postsecondary ed these students in writing personeducation. Our responsibility was al statements, resumes, cover letto show them that individuals, who ters, five year memoirs, and essays
look like them, come from the same for scholarships. My students kept
communities that they do can attend a binder that housed all of these
college and be successful. We live a items. At the end of the year what
very terrifying reality - not many they had developed was a portfolio
Latinos and African Americans at- for their postsecondary education.
tend college, and for those who do This portfolio proved that these stu- less than half finish their postsec- dents were prepared for this phase
ondary education. Our challenge of their lives, that they were takas mentors is to change this reality. ing it seriously, and that they were
Mentoring young people is a difficult task, one becomes responsible
for another human being, and the
path that they walk is informed
by your mentorship. For many individuals this task may be nerve
wrecking, but for me it has been
an honor, a privilege and a labor
of love. The college pipeline project was really an experiment on
peer to peer mentorship, students

Roberto Clemente High School staff at the
Hope Fest in Humboldt Park.

determined to be successful. Every
single one of my students graduated in June, and all will be attending
a college or university. 12 of my students were accepted and will be attending NEIU, the other 4 students
will be attending other universities.
All of our students are ambitious,
curious, and excited about their
futures. They are ready to take on
a new journey in their lives. I am
truly grateful to have been a part
of all their lives. I am also ecstatic
to say that I believe that the High
School to college Pipeline helps
them embark on this new journey. Students like Briana, Ervin,
Lazerick, and Mark always made
my day interesting and engaging.
These students are filled with life,
and I can only wish that they do
well after their lives here at RCCA.
A wise man says "the path is
made by walking," these students
have made their path and I hope
that they continue to walk on it.

Mr. Codec Cinema Talks
The beginning of the school year
is symbolic in many ways. Freshmen are arriving to a new start, to
form new social/political identities.
Seniors are on their way out, seeking to use those identities in pursuit
of a career. As the books begin to
open and pens start flowing, the
school year may mean different
things to different people. The anniversary of a relationship, music
festivals across Chicago (Fiesta Boricua is personal favorite), changing
weather, the start of American football, the end of baseball (yes!), and
so forth. However, to some people
it symbolizes a shift in tone, aspiration, and competition. Starting in
late August, film connoisseurs mark
their calendars for the films they
wish to support come Academy
Award's time. It is an exciting time
for everyone. After all, who doesn't
enjoy watching movies? Film is

the most empathetic art form in
history, it is the only medium that
allows the viewer to encompass an
experience not our own. It makes
us more open minded, enabling us
to witness what is happening across
the globe or next door. Not only
can it influence your ideals, expand
your knowledge, and transport you
beyond your limitations, it also
entertains you, and takes you away
from the day to day grind.

This year I wish to show the readers
of Que Ondee Sola, the importance

of good films and their influence on
society. Through this journey that
the academic school year is, I wish
to review one new movie a month
that is relevant to community
struggle, human rights, important
historical events, and national politics that effect directly or indirectly
the Latin@ and African American
population. In addition to the
review, I realize that everybody is
busy and often times do not have
time or energy to go to the movies,
so I will give recommendations to
films that are accessible through
different streaming websites or
rental kiosks such as Netflix and
Redbox.
Enjoy your first day of classes, and
please tag along on this odyssey as
we compress and decompress life
through a camera lens.

Join Que Ondee Sola at the PRCC's 40th Anniversary Celebration!

Noche Jibara featuring music
and talent from Jayuya, Puerto Rico
at the Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture

3015 W. Division Street.

Friday, August 30th, 2013 - 6:00pm-8:00pm
Dinner $40 includes 2 complimentary drinks

Please RSVP before Wednesday, August 28
Shirley Ortiz at 773-227-7794
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